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ON A PROBLEM OF MAHLER FOR TRANSCENDENCY

OF FUNCTION VALUES II

By

Kumiko Nishioka

1. Introduction-

In what follows, Q is a nXn matrix whose entries are non-negative integers,

and Q satisfies:

(0) The characteristic polynomial of Q is irreducible over Q, the field of rational

numbers, and Q has the eigenvalues pu pz> ･･■,pn such that pi>l and

pi>＼pt＼^ ■■■^＼pn＼.

Let (Au) be the classical adjoint (the transpose of the matrix of cofactors)

of matrix Q―pyE, where E is the nXn identity matrix. For a non-negative

integer k, we put Qk―{o＼))), and for a n-tuple of independent variables

z=(zu ■■■,zn), we define

q^ky―f^k) ... ~t.k)＼7(*)_|7n _ o＼f

Let F be a finite algebraic number field and f{z) ―^hi^o-hy-hnZihi---znhn be a

power series with coefficients in F. By Q we denote the algebraic closure of Q

in C, the field of complex numbers. Mahler £4] proved:

Theorem (Mahler). Let f(z) be not algebraic over Q{zu ■■■,zn) and satisfy

the functional equation

f{Tz)=j:T=oai(z)f(2)i/^r=obi(z)f(2)i,

where the coefficientsa.i(z)and bi(z) are polynomials with algebraic coefficients and

mKp!. d{z) denotes the resultant of Yl?=oCLi(z)ui and S o6jU)m" as polynomials

in u // a―(au---,an)^Qn satisfies that ≪i･･･£*≫=£(),the real part of

2y=i 1^i;U°g <Xjis negative, f{z) converges at z=a and J(Tka)^Q for all k'^0,

then f(a) is transcendental.

For example, f(z)―'Eih=oZzhsatisfiesthe functional equation f(z2)=^f(z)―z.

Then for an algebraic number such that 0< |a| <1, /(a) is transcendental. Refer

to Loxton and van der Poorten F21, T31 for other examples. Mahler f51, F61
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treated matrices of the form pE and algebraic independency of values of several

functions satisfying a certain type of functional equation. In [7], Mahler gave a

summary of his earlierwork and proposed three problems connected with it. Two

of the three problems have been studied by Kubota, Loxton, van der Poorten and

Masser. The present investigation is concerned with the remaining problem:

Rroblem. Assume that f(z) satisfiesan algebraic functional equation of the

form

P(z,f(z),f(Tz))=0,

where P{z, u, y)^0 is a polynomial in u, v, zu ■･■,zn with algebraic coefficients.

To investigate the transcendency of function values /(a) where a is an algebraic

point satisfying suitable further restrictions.

Our earlier paper [9] considered this problem in the case n = l. Now we

consider the general case nj^l, and treat more generalized power series and

transformations. In [9], the coefficientsof power series must satisfy some con-

ditions but in this paper we shall show that the conditions are deduced from the

functional equation.

2. Preliminaries, theorems and lemmas.

As usual, if a is an algebraic number, we denote by ＼a＼the maximum of

absolute values of the conjugates of a and by dipt) the least positive integer such

that d{a)a is an algebraic integer, and we set size(≪)=max{logia|, logd(a)}.

Assume that Q satisfies (0), t is a positive integer, and pi/t>＼. For a n-tuple

of independent variables z―{zu ■■･,zn) and a non-negative integer k, we put

Tkz={z[k＼ - , ^), z＼h)="n.UzfR'tk'

Let /(;?)=2 fl/ll...ftnz1ftl･■■znhn be a formal power series with powers being non-

negative rational numbers and coefficients in F. We may assume ao-o―0 without

loss of generality. We consider the following four properties on f{z).

(1) There are constants ct>0 and 0iS^<l/n such that for any h>0 there

exists a positive integer <5,l^c1/2'7with duh^Z (1^/^n) if h^h (l^i^n)

and fiftr..fcB=£0.

By the property (1), for a non-negative number h, the cardinality of terms

ahy..flnz1hl■･･znhn with aft^.ft^O and ht^h (l^i^n) is not greater than

(d/i1+' + l)B.

(2) /(e) is not algebraic over Q(zj, ■･･, zn).
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(3) f(z) satisfiesan algebraic functional equation of the form:

(2.1) Q0{z, f(z))f(Tz)l+ Q1(z, f(z))f(Tz)^ + - +Qt(z, /(e))=0,

where Qt(z, ^efe, ･･■, zn, w] and Q0(z, f(z))^0.

Since we may assume that Q0(z, u), ･･･,Qi(z, u) have no common divisor as

polynomials In u, there are elements go(z, u), ■■■,gi(z, u) of Q[zi, ■･･,zn, u~]

such that

g{z) (say) = St-=o5"ife u)Qi(z, u)

is independent of u and not zero. We set

w=max deguQi(z, u).

0<i SZ

(4) If dh is the least positive integer such that dhahv..hn is an algebraic integer

for all (hu ･･･, hn) with h^h (l^z^n), then there are constants c2 and

L^l such that

log[ahl...ftJ^Cg(max{/ia, ･･･, hn})L, log dh^czhL.

Let a = (al7 ･･･, aK)eCra, ai---an^0, and fix a branch of log at (l^f^n).

For a non-negative integer /?, we put

logai" = S?-1(oiJ>A*)logai.

For a power series /(^) with the property (1), we define

f(Tka)=T; ahr..hnehiloeaik)+-+h≫logan},

if it absolutely converges.

Theorem 1. Let f{z) have the properties (1)~(4). Let a ―{al} ■■■,an)^Qn,

&i ■■･an^O, and suppose the real part of Sj=i 1-4^-1log a,-is negative. Assume that

f{Tka) is defined and g(Tka)=£R for any non-negative integer k.

denote the rank of the multiplicativegroup generated by at,■･■,an.

By

If

n0, we

(2.2) (io1/OXmin{(/o1/0<1-B'>/<i+n(1+')-1),(pi/lpA)11-"1*""11*11*}

>(r°/)n+1Xmax{lo1/f, m),

then f(a) is transcendental.

Theorem 2. // f(z) satisfies(1) and (3), then f(z) satisfies(4) with L =

max{l+237+s, (2+3^)(n ―1)}, where s is any positive number.

In the previous paper [9], we considered the transformation Tz~tpzp+ ･･■+

tp+Nzp+N', where tp,■■■,tp+N are algebraic numbers, p and N are integers with
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p^2 and N^tO, and tptp+N^O. In thiscase, we also have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let f{z)―^Z^ahzh be a formal power serieswith powers being

non-negative integers, the coefficientsin F and a%-=§. If f(z) satisfies(3), then

f(z) satisfies(4) with L = l + £,where s is an arbitrary positivenumber.

Remark. Mahler considered the case t―1, tj―O and l ―＼,and the condition

m<p1 is needed. In this case, by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we only need

m<io1Xmin{iOl1/(£+"-1', (pj＼p2＼)lln}.

Note that the part of the minimum in the above inequality is greater than 1.

Example 1. Let a be an integer greater than 1, Q-=(
S), and t=l. Q

satisfies(0) and pi>a, ＼pt|<1. The power series

ttzu zs)=n%=oa-zikl4k))lk (/^d

satisfies the functional equation: f(Tz)l(l ―z1z2)―f(zlfz2). If a1=a2=l and

a.k= aak-i+ak-z, then z[k)z(2k)=z1ak+iz%ak.It is shown that f(zu z2) is trans-

cendental over Q(zu z2),and f(zu ^2) satisfies(4) with L ―l. By Theorem 1, if

I6<a, a.i<^Q and 0< Iar^I< 1, then f(au a9) is transcendental.

Example 2. Let p be a positive integer, i^2, p and t be coprime and

p/t>l. Assume that

A(z, X) = ao(z) + ai(z)X+ - +al{z)Xl^Q＼_z, x~＼

satisfies ao(0)=0, ao(z)^O, g,(0)^0, and the coefficients of aAz) (O^i^l) are

positive. Put

u'0(z)=0, wn(z)=A(z, wn-i(zplt)) (≪^1).

Then ord2(M;n+1(z)-2^n(z))^ordz(i^n(2J'/£)--^n-i(^/t)) = (/)/0or4(w;n(z)--w;n-1U)).

Since ordz(w1(z) ―w0(z))>0, there exists a formal power series f(z) = J^=oah,zh

with the powers being non-negative rational numbers such that lim wn(z)=f(z).

We have f(z) = A(z, f(zvlt)). If ah^0, then h = no-＼-n1(p/t)-i hnt(p/ty for

some non-negative integers n0, ■■■,nt. Therefore f(z) satisfies (1) with rj―

log//(log p ―logt). If ord2a0(z)=io, then aio(p/t)ii=O for any i^O. Hence f(z)

is not a Puiseux series, and /(z) is not algebraic over Q(z). There is a constant

c>l computable from the coefficients of A(z, X) such that

＼ah＼^ch, dh^ch (/z>0).

By Theorem 1, if (p/ty^^'^^Xtl)2, a^Q, 0<|a|<l/c and at{a^lt)k)^ for
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any k^O, then /(a) Is transcendental. Especially, if A(z, X)=z-＼-X and p>f,

then f(z)~^t=oz(pn)h and /(≪) is transcendental for any algebraic number such

that 0<|a|<l. In the case n>＼, we can also construct examples similarly.

We need some lemmas for the proof of theorems. Mahler [4] proved that if

Q satisfies (0), then An, ･■･, Anl and also An, ■■■,Aln are linearly independent

over Q, having the same sign, and J0* ―2?=i/oift/7i(k^O) where Ft is independent

of k, the entries of i~iare positive, and ri=A1(AilA1j) for some nonzero number

Au these lead the following: two lemmas.

Lemma I. Let a―{au ■■■,an)(=Cn, a!---≪ra^0, and

We denote the real part of A by Re A Then for any hu

4=2?-il>Mlog (Xj

=(pi/t)k＼A1＼{ReA)j:?^hi＼Ail＼+^h1> -, hn, k),

where ＼$(h1} ■■■,hn, k)＼^c.i{Ht^i＼hi＼){＼p2＼/t)kand c3 depends only on Q and a

Lemma 2. Let a=(ai, ･■･,aB)eQn, ax ■･■an^O. Then there is a constant ct

depending only on Q and a such that log|≪i*)|^Ci(pjt)k {l^i^n, k^O), and

there is a positiveinteger d depending only on Q and a such that dL(pllt)klaik)

(l^i^n, k'^0) are algebraic integers.

Lemma 3. Let /U) = 2 Q-hv~hnZ＼hl･･･znhn have the property (1). Assume that

ahl...hn±0,ah.v..h.n^,(hu-,hn)±(hi,-,h'n) and hit h't^h (l^^n). Then

there is a positiveconstant cs depending only on Q and d such that

＼̂ji=i＼ih"~ni)＼/iil＼＼^c&n <

Proof. Since An, ■■■,Anl are linearly independent real numbers over Q,

Muh ･■-,I^Uil are also linearly independent over Q. Since px is an algebraic

integer, An (l^f^n) are algebraicintegers and [_Q(AU, ･･･,Anl): Q~]^LQ(p＼)'■Ql

― n By the property (1), there is a positive integer <5AsSc1/z'7 such that

dk(ht-h'i)e=Z (1^/^n). Therefore

so we have Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. Suppose that B0^0, Bu ･･･, Bt are algebraic numbers and

B0^+B^l'l+ ■･■+ Bt=0. Then

[B~fi＼< ＼B~＼+ ＼B~A+ - + [Bl＼■

Futher, if D is a positive integer such that DB0, DBX, ･･･, DBt are algebraic
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integers, then so is DB0B.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.

Let the power series f{z) and the number a satisfy all the requirement of

Theorem 1 and suppose, in addition, that f(a) is algebraic. Under these assump-

tions, we shall derive a contradiction,which proves the theorem. We set

A ―S"=i IAn |log a}, and M=m&x{p1/t> m).

In the following, c8, cg>■･･denote constants greater than 1 depending on Q, f, a

and the functional equation in (3), whose coefficientswe may assume algebraic

integers.

For any r^O, f(Tra) and f(Tr+:a) are defined. .Then by the property (3),

(3.1) Qo(TTa, f{Tra))f{Tr+1a)l + QliTra, f{Tra))f(JT+ia)1'1

+ -+Ql(Tra,f(Tra))=0.

Since g(Tra)^0 by hypothesis, at least one of

Qo(Tra, f(Tra)), -, Qi-ATra, f(Tra))

is nonzero. We set

jr= min {j : Qj{Tra, f(Tra))i=0},

and define Yr (r^O) inductively, as follows:

ro=l, Yr^Qj^T^a, f(r-W))YT^m (r^l).

Thus Yr^0 for all r>0. The next lemma gives estimates for these quantities.

and

Lemma 5. For r^l,

lF(au ･･･ , an, ■■■,air＼ ■■■, aT, f(a), ■■■,f(Jra): Q~}Sc9(ltn°)r

size(Yr), size(Yrf(Tra))^ciarMr

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows by induction using (3.1). Let

deg^Q/z, u) be not greater than s, the hause of /(≪)and the coefficientsof

0/z, m) be not greater than c8 with cAnsSXs, and D be a common multiple of

d(f(a)) and rfns(c4 and d are in Lemma 2). Then for any integer r^l, we can

prove

(*)

f 1771, |Fr/(T'-a)|^{(/+l)(s + l)B(m+l)c8}1+-＼+-+Jfr"1c8r-＼r~1+*r,

＼
jrjtrAf-i+jtfnyrand DtrMr-i+MnYrf(Tra) are algebraic integers,
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by induction. If r = l, then Y, ―Qda, f(a)).

Yif(Ta)l->'+ - + Q,(a, /(a))=0,

＼Q7v77W)＼ ^(s + l)n(m+l)c8Xc81+m (O^jSD,

D1+vlQi(a, /(a)) (Q^j'^l) are algebraic integers.

This implies (*) by Lemma 4. If r>＼, then

Yrf{Tra)l~ir-ur...+ Yr^mQl{Tr-1a, /(T'-1a))=O

By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2, we obtain

＼Yr-1m'Qj[Tr-r^7(T~r-ra)j＼

X {((/+l)(s+l)"(m+l)c8)1+>/+-+tfr'2c8(r-1)-u7-2+M?-"1}m

DliP^t)r~1＼DZiT-VMr~2+Mr'll)mYr^mQJ(Tr'1a, f{Tr~la))

(0^/^/) are algebraic integers.

This implies (*) by Lemma 4.

By (2.2), we have

(3.2) min{(/o1/01/<L+B(1+')-1), (pi!＼pAYlna+v)}

>tn°l{(t/p1)(tn°l)nll+1≫M}i/<1+1≫ll-nv

X {(f//o1)(fB°/)B(1+')M}1/(1+')(1-B').

Then there exists o9 such that

(3.3)

and

(3.4)

By (3.3),

(3.5)

Qs> {(f//01)(fB°/)BC1+')Af}1/a+?)(1-B9) (^1)

minK^/f)1"1-*11'1*"-", (pt/lp^y'^'^yt^lg^v

q2>(t/pi)tn≪lM(tn'>lqs1>)nil+1i>-1

By (3.4) and (3.5), there Is qx such that

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

qi>tnHqz＼

g2>(t/p1)tn°lMg1n(1+ri)-1>

mm{(p1/tY'(L+nll+^-1＼ (p1/＼o2＼)1/nll+1≫}>q1q2

By (3.7), tn°Kq1q2 so that by (3.8),

(3.9) tn≫Kqiq2)L<(pJt)qiq<>
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The next lemma is one in relation to the construction of the auxiliary function.

Lemma 6. Let k be a positive integer and set Y1=2(c1-＼-l)nqi.n(1+v)k and jt=

q2a+*)k. Then there are M+l polynomials PJ(z) = 'EoshiszriibkJl-iinZihl- znh*

with degrees at most [7*2] whose coefficients are algebraic integers in F with sizes

at most cnk(q1q2)Lk, such that the power series

Ek(z) = J^ilPJ(z)f(zy='E bhl...hnz^ - znhn

is not zero, but all the coefficientsbhr..hjlwith hi<{qiq^)k (1^/^n) vanish. Further,

size(bhl...hn)^clik(mzx.{hlt ･･･, hn})L,

and

log＼bhv..hn＼^c13k(q1q2)Lk + clsmax{h1> ･･･, hn).

Proof. Set /(^Sfl^vi*1"1^4", for y^O. By the properties (1) and

(4), we have for y^l,

loV)-ftBl^(ci(max{^1, ･･･, hn})1+1>+i)niXec*ln*m**lhl-'"'hn))L

^(maxf/Z!, ･･･, /lB})n(i+?)iCl6i+(max<ft1,-ftB.))i!

By the assumption that f(a) converges, log|aftl...An|̂ cJ7 max{/z1; ･･■,hn). Then

for y^l,

|a^)...ftBl^(max{/i1, -, hn})nii+1>)}cws+m^ih^-'h^.

The polynomials Pj{z) have (C7"i]+l)([r2] + l)n coefficients bkjl.hn in all. We can

achieve the property required of the auxiliary power series Ek(z) by choosing

btil~hnso as to satisfy the linear equations

(3.10) Sfl≪> .
f

6^. -0 mhKiq^n
n1 tiv ,nn nn n1 nn

where the sum is taken over all hlt ･･･, hn, f satisfying Q^j^＼j1~] and 0^/ii^

min{[7"2], hi} (l^z^n). For any b＼i＼...hn,Ek{z) has the property (1) with the

same cx and -q for f(z). Therefore the number of linear equations is not greater

than (ci(^2)(1+')*+l)n. The integer D=(lKL1Jd{,1,2)t/r)B will serve as a common

denominator for all the a^...^ appering in those equations. The property (4)

gives log DSc^k{q1q^)Lk. By a standard version of Siegel's lemma, as given, for

example, in Lang [1], page 4, the equations (3.10) have a non-trivial solution in

which the btfl..hnare algebraic integers in F and

$izz{b＼il...hn)^c20kqln^ri)k+ cMq1qz)Lk

Scnk{q,q2)Lk (O^y^Cri], O^ht^lnl)

by (3.7). By the construction of Ek(z),
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<3-n) <v%=2^ .-.-..≫&..

where the sum Is taken over all hlt ■･■,hn, j satisfying Q<j^＼jil and Q^/*t=

min {tj2], h[) (Xf^iSn). In estimating bh^...h-nwe can suppose that max{h'lr ･･･, h'n)

^iqxqt)k, since otherwise bh'r.n>n=0. We have

iog|ftftl...ftr|^iog([r1]+i)(Cr2]+i)B+[rJ≪(i+3?)iogmax{/ii, -, K)

+(Cn]+(max{/iI, ･･･, /z;})L)logc16+cn^(^2)"

^c8^(max{/ij, ･-, /i'B})L.

When h'―max-ih'x, ･･･, h'n}, the integer Dh,={J^-J.iidh,ir)n will serve as a common

denominator for all the a[j? . ., . appearing in (3.11), so that
n,1-nv-,tin-nn

log d(bh[...h,nU＼ogDh,£crikh'L.

Finally, again using (3.11),

iog|^i...Aj^iog([r1]+i)(M+i)n+n(i+^)[r1] log max{/ii, -, a;}

+([ji]+niax{M, ･■-,h'n})logc18+cxlk(g1q2)Lk

£clsk(q1g2)Lk-＼-cumax{h'1> ■･･,A;}.

This completes the proof of lemma.

Let Ek{z) be the function constructed in Lemma 6. We set

H=mm{ZUihi＼Ail＼ : bhr..hn±0},

and H=^i=1Hi＼Au＼. Let K be the integer such that {q-^q^^md^{H1} ･･･, Hn)

<(qiqz)K+1- By Lemma 6, we have maxf^, ･･･, Hn) ^{qiq^Y, so that K^k.

Lemma 7. For k^l, we have

LQ(YK^Ek(TKa)): Ql^c2i(tn°DK,

size(F^^^＼(T^a))^C25^1?2)^+c26((^1/^21+'?)ff+c27^1≫(1+^M)^.

Proof. The first assertion follows at once from Lemma 5. For the second,

we use the representation

YK^Ek(TKa) = Tl^oPJ(TKa)(YKf(TKa)yYK^-j.

From Lemma 2, 5 and the estimate for the size of coefficients of the polynomials

Pj(z) in Lemma 6, we find

size(YKurtEk(TKa))^log(tri}+l)(lnW)n + Cnk(q1q2)Lk

+ c28ntnJPi/t)K+tr1']c1oKMK≫
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This yields the assertion of the lemma.

Lemma 8. // k is sufficientlylarge, then YK£TllEk(TKa) is not zero and

＼og＼Y
K

Ek(TKa)＼^(Re A/2)＼AA(mm＼AiA){pJt)K(qlqi)K.

Proof. We can write

Ek{z) = bHr..HnZ,H' - ^"{1 + E (bhl...hJbHr..Hn)z1h^^ .- *≫*≫-"≫},

where the sum is taken over all (hi, ■■･,hn) such that T,i=iHi＼Aii＼ <Y,i=ihi＼An＼.

By using the fundamental inequality of transcendence theory (If /3is a nonzero

algebraic number, then log|/3| J^― 2[Q(^): Q~]size(^).),and Lemma 6,

(3.12) ＼og＼bhv..hJbHv..Hn＼

^clsk(q1qz)Lk + c13max{h1, ■■■,hn}+ctsk(max{Hu ･■■, Hn})L

^Co/f(^2)" + c,iS?-i/ii|i4il|.

For any nonnegative integer y, we set

By = ^(bhv..hJbHr..HJe^-H^saik)+---+^n-"nnoga^f

where the sum is taken over all (hlf ･･■, hn) satisfying

(**)

Then

(3.13)

2,UHi＼Ail＼+y + l^'E?=1lii＼Ail＼>'E?=iHt AiA+y.

Ek(TKa)=bHl...HneHilo*a +"-+I'≫logan＼l+ 'I%=oBy)

Using the fact that Ek(z) has the property (1) with the same cx and rj for f(z),

Lemma 1 and (3.12), we have

log＼By＼^logcS2((qiqz)K+1+ y + iy^

+ Cs0K(q1q2)LK-hcn max{S?=i ht＼An ＼}

+ (^1/0* IA, I(Re A) min {S?-i(/≫i-^i)＼A≪＼)

+ctwsx{T.U＼hi-Hi＼}{＼Pt＼/t)K,

where max and min are taken over all(hu ･･･,hn) satisfying (**). If y^l,

then min{S?=i(/≪i-^*)l^iil}>3'^l- By (3.8),.if k is sufficientlylarge, then

(3.14) log |By |:g(Re A/2) ＼A,＼{PJt)Ky

for any y^l. If 3>=0, then by Lemma 3, for any (hu ･･■,hn) satisfying (**)

By thisinequality and (3.8),
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(3.15) log |Bo| ^(Re A/2) ＼A,| WO'crtyrf.)'-"(1+" +1)K,

if k is sufficiently large. By (3.14) and (3.15), we have

if k is sufficiently large. Therefore, by (3.13), Ek{TKa) is not zero, if k is

sufficiently large. By Lemma 1, 5, 6, (3.7) and (3.8), we have

log＼YK^Ek(TKa)＼

^2(c1+l)Va+"*Cio^jr+Ci3^(≪?ii/,)"+Ci,max{^ -, //≫}

+(pi/t)K＼A1＼(ReA)J]UHi＼Ail＼+cs(i:UHi)(＼p2＼/t)K+log2.

^(Re A/2)| A,|(min |i4w|){Pl/t)K(qiqz)K,
ISiSn

if ^ is sufficiently large.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we apply the fundamental inequality

of transcendence theory to the number YK[TllEk(TKa). By Lemma 7 and Lemma 8,

we obtain

(Re A/2) | A, |(min | Atx ＼){PJt)K{qiq,)K
ISiSn

^-2C24(ro/)^{C25AX^2)LA>c26((/3l/Og21+^if+6-27A%1n(1+'>M)^},

providing k is sufficiently large. Since Re yf<0 and K^k, this contradicts (3.6),

(3.7) and (3.9).

4. Proof of Theorem 2.

At the first, we prove the theorem in the case where f(z) Is a power series

with powers being non-negative integers and t―l. Adopting Qr for Q, if neces-

sary, we may assume that the entries of Q are greater than 1. Let

S={(^, -,^B): O^eZ},

and we define (X1} ■■■,Xn)<(X'u ･-■,X'n)if and only if ^+ ･･･+Xn<X[-{- ■■■+X'n or

h-＼ ＼-Xn=K.-＼ h^ and Xi=X[, ･■■,Xt=Xfi} Xi+1<Xt+1. Then S is a totally

ordered set. For X=(Xlt ･･■,in)sS and z―(zlf ･･■,zn), we set U|=^i+ ･･･ +^BJ

^1=^!-^!, zi=*iXl-"Z≫in>^ = -feT;"--^i-> Then/(*) = 2,esfl;,z'. By

the property (3), there is a polynomial P(z, u, v)^Q＼_zlf ･■■,zn, u, v~＼with coeffi-

cients being algebraic integers such that

P(z,f(z),f(Tz))=0,

Pu(z, f(z), /(Tz))=(put) 2,^^*0,
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where Pu(z, u, v) is the partialderivative of P(z, u, v) in u. We denote by ^0,

the least X with Ax^O, and put ＼20＼=m0. Let {yAxes be variables, and we set

f(y, z)= H^syxzx,

Puiz, f(y, ^), f(y, Tz))= ^xeSAx(y)z＼

Piz, f(y. 2), f(y, Tz))=Y,x^Bx{y)z＼

If X^Zn and &S, then we put .^(^^(j^O. Hence Ax(y) and Bx(y) are

polynomials in {y^x^s with coefficientsbeing algebraic integers. Substituting

ax to yx in AM(y) and BM(y), we obtain ^4^ and 0 respectively.

Lemma 9. Let v, pt^S, and 2|v|>|/u|. T/zen deg^B^C^)^! and ^e coeffi-

cient of yv in B/tiy) is Ap-Xy).

Proof. Since 2|v|>|ju|, degy^^l. The coefficientof yv in B^y) is

equal to

(4.1) _5_
-op-Pi*, f(y, z), f(y, Tz))

z=o

~dy;'~ji＼'~dzfPiz'2^^' ^^^yxzXQ)
2 = 0

Since 2＼v＼> ＼a＼, yv does not appear in Hxainyxzxa and therefore (4.1) is equal to

111

1

dzf

u＼ dzf

Afi-V(y).

{Pu(z,EisuVxz1, S^j^Vl

{Pu(z, f(y, z), f(y, Tz))z"}
2 = 0

2 = 0

Let P(z, u, v) = Hi<=sl}j=o'Eik:=obijkZiuivk, where bijk are algebraic integers.

We set

M=max{Sie52/.oSf-o[^7l, 1}.

Let a constant c40^l and a positive integer D satisfy

f rZ7|(U|=m0), ra(M|^m0), 117^71 ^c40,

[ DAx(＼M=m<>), Dax{＼X＼^m0),
D(l/Ax0) are algebraic integers.

Then we can prove (4.3) and (4.4) in the case n = ＼ and n>l respectively, for

any ≪eS with ＼u＼=ma-＼-m (m>l) by induction in m.

(4.3)

(

Ia, I^ {Mci0{m^iy+K}zm-＼m !)^+% ≫o≪)

£)2m,-l£)m(2mo-l) a
is an algebraic integer.
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Kl ^(4c402)<m≪+2)n-lm2(""1){M(mo+l)n(J+/°}2m-1(m !)^+tf>C4( <2m°+1),

Dnm^nn-imnn-^Dmiimo+1)a is analgebraic integer.

In the case where f(z) is a power series with powers being non-negative integers,

(4.3)and (4.4)lead the theorem. Since the proof of (4.3) is easier than the proof

of (4.4), we only prove (4.4). We give a number to each element of

{//: ＼ft＼=m+m0} as: /*i<//2<--<j≪j(m). Note that

/(7w)^(mH-mo+l)B-1^(mo+2)n-1mn-1.

By Lemma 9, we have

(4.5) Bxo+fti(y) ―^2m0+mHX＼i7n0+mAx0+fjti-x(y)yxJrCx0+ai(y) ,

where Cxo+Mi(y) is the coefficient of zXo+tliin

'Zji'ES^j^o'm^ob ijkZlC!Ei＼X＼<mo+my XZ )-7(2ui<m0+m3'^2"<"") ･

If X>fiu then ij+^-icS or io+//t―A<X0. In any case, Ato+fli-x-=O. Sub

stituting a^ to yx in (4.4), we have

where Cx0+lH denotes the values of CxQ+iAy) at yx = ax U^S). Therefore

(4.6)

^0

^0
0

Ai 0

a

fl(m)

)

where the entriesin * consist of Ax (＼X＼―m0). Hence by (4.2) we have

(4.7) ＼attt＼^ci0llm)l(m)2llm>ci0llm)M(m0+m)ntJ+K>

Xmax a-x, ･･･ axrdv, ■■■av＼

^max(4c4o8)(mo+8)B~lmB~1M(mo+l)n<t7+*>mB(<7+JO

X＼ah--- axnaVl ― aVt＼,

where max is taken over all (2U ■■■,2T, vlf ･･･, vs) such that

f 2.ify.GS, ＼2i＼―m0Jrmi with l^mj<m, |v,|^m0,

(4.8)

I (mo+wa)+ ･･･ +(mo+wr)+|va|+ ･■･+|vs|^m+2m0.

If d is a common multiple of all d{ax1 ･■･a.xraVl ■■■av) with (2lf ■■･,2r, vu ■■■,vs)

satisfying(4.8), then D2Hm)d a(liis an algebraicinteger. If m=l, then r

＼n ･･■a I</･ 2mo+l

D*m°+1aH-aVM Is an algebraic integer.

=0, and
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This implies (4.4). If m>l, then by the induction hypothesis,

ax ･･･ ax av ･･･ aVi

X {M(mo+l)B(/+;r)}2(mi+""+m'-)"r(m1! ■･･mr＼)n(J+K}

v-/> (mi+―+ mr) (2i≫o≪), 7?i+ 2mo-(TOo + ml' Cm.o + mr)
A C40 -1 C40

If r=0, then ＼an ･･･dVt＼̂ c40m+2m° and

(4ci0zymo+2)n'lmn~1M(m0+l)n0/+K)mniJ+K)＼'aVl ■■■av~＼

^(icioym^2)n~lmnn'1){M{mo+l)nU+K)}zm-＼m＼)nU+K)ciOm{2mo+1)

If r =1, then

(4c,o2)<"lo+2)B"lmB~1M(mo+l)B(J+ii:)mB(/+ir)!ai1aUl - av,＼

<(4_c 2＼(mo+2)re-l(mn-l+(m-l)2(n-l)＼{fy[fm i-jL＼rHJ+K)＼2(m-i)

X(mX(m-l) !)^+*>c4O <2 o+i>

by the inequality mB-1 + (m-l)a(B-1)^(m+(m-l)E)B-1^ms(B-1). If r^2, then

7Wi+ ･･･+mr<m by (4.8), and

(4c4o2)(mo+2)B"lmn"1{M(mo+l)riC-/+ff)}mn(7+ff)

<-(Af 2＼(mo+2>n~:I<ml2(n~1)+""-fmr2(~1)+m ~'1>= V^mo )

ax, ■■■aXraVl ■■･aVs

X {M(mo+l)n(J+K)}2m-KmXm1＼ -mr!)"('/+K)c40m(2ni≫+1)

^(4c408)(mo+a)B"lm!!<m"1){Mmo+l)ncJr+ir)}2m-1(m!)n(l/+Ji:)C4om(£mo+1),

by the inequalities mX,mx＼ ■■･mr!^m! and

mi*<n-≫-l [_mr2Cn-l)_|_mr-l

^(m!S+ ■･■+??zr2+m)r~1^?n2<r"1).

The denominator of a^ is also estimated in the same way. These imply (4.4).

In general case, there is a polynomial P{z, u, v), Q＼_zu ■■■,zn, u, v~]such that

Plz, Kz), /(T2)) = S Ahi...hnz^ ■･･2BA≪*0.

mj is the least number in all hx+ ･■･+hn with A/lr..ft7l^0. Let axr..xn^ and

^i^/i (l^^n). Substituting ZitSnh+m'o to ^t, we can treat {ahr..hjl: hx+ ＼-hn

^nh} in the same way as above with rno=tdnh+m'omo (^Cah71) and mo+m~

(/?i+ ･･･JrXn)tdnh+m'o (^Cizh1+V). Thus we have the theorem.

Similarly we can prove Theorem 3, and we omit the proof.
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